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INTRODUCTION

From May 11,

1987, through August 14,

1987,

Paul

Bossert interned at the Theatre of the Performing Arts.
The internship was approved by the intern's Graduate
Committee and confirmed by the Arts Administration
Advisory Committee.

It partially fulfills the

requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in Arts
Administration.
The internship encompassed duties involved in
the management of a performing arts facility. The
internship was supervised by Mr. Leonard Sobel, Stage
Manager of the Theatre of the Performing Arts.
The following report profiles the Theatre of the
Performing Arts, describes the internship, analyzes
management challenges posed by the internship, offers
recommendations for the resolution of these challenges,
and discusses the effects of the intern's contribution
to the organization.

CHAPTER I
PROFILE OF THE THE THEATRE OF THE PERFORMING ARTS
Development of the New Orleans Cultural. Center
During the early 1960s, the New Orleans City
Planning Commission outlined a plan for the growth of
New Orleans.

This plan called for concentrating

certain civic activities in various geographic
locations, such as city government in 'N'hat is nO"T the
area of the Superdome, and transportation at the end of
Loyola Avenue.

Included in the plan was a cultural

center to be built around the Municipal Auditorium on
Basin Street.

William Bergman, a prominent New Orleans

architect, submitted an outline of his vision of the
cultural center to the City Planning Commission in
1963.

The ambitious plan was modeled after the Tivoli

Garden in Copenhagen.

It called for "a theater,

a

'communi ty faci li ties bui ldi ng,' and a new art mus eum
building," surrounding a large plaza, all connected by
an arched colonnade.

On the periphery of this group of

buildings would be seven parking garages and a
5000-seat concert hall. 1

1Linda Matys and Geoff O'Connell,
New Orleans, October 1981, p. 53.
2

"Hello Folly,"

3
Unfortunately, the plan overlapped a substantial
section of the historic Treme neighborhood which
surrounded the Municipal Auditorium.

Mayor Victor

Schiro, after visiting the Tivoli Garden at the
suggestion of the architect, was very much in favor of
the plan.

He ordered the relocation of several hundred

primarily black families and demolished their houses.
Construction of Mr. Bergman's Theatre of the Performing
Arts began in 1967. 2
In the mid-1960s, the New Orleans Symphony
Orchestra and the New Orleans Opera were performing in
the Municipal Auditorium.

This facility had fallen out

of fashion, though it was still in good condition.

~he

popular sentiment was that a more appropriate space for
the New Orleans Symphony, the New Orleans Opera, and
other cultural events was needed.

The City viewed a

new theater as a potential source of revenue and a
feather in its cap.
Because the Symphony and Opera were to be the
primary users of the facility,

officials of these

organizations were given the opportunity to have
substantial input in the exact specifications of the
theater.

The completion of the theater was repeatedly

delayed by strikes, unavailability of materials, and
other unforeseeable circumstances.

2

Matys and O'Connell, p. 49.

Though not

4
completely finished, the New Orleans Theatre of the
Performing Arts finally opened with a concert by the
New Orleans Symphony Orchestra on January 9,

1973.

Because of its state-of-the-art equipment and the
construction delays,

it was one of the most expensive

theaters of its size in the world.

James Bernard, the

first managing director, was "charged with the
responsibility of making the new structure a revenue
producing property. ,,3
By the end of 1973, the theater was already
being maligned by the local news media.

Although it

was supposed to have been a self-supporting enterprise,
it cost the City $150,000 in its first seven months of
operation.

Having been touted as a magnet for cultural

and artistic activity, its average of two performances
per week since opening fell far below expectations.
Some of the criticisms were that the hall was too
small, the rental rates were too high, and the New
Orleans Symphony and New Orleans Opera occupied too
much of the theater's available time.

Two-thirds of

the theater's active dates were occupied by the New
Orleans Symphony and the New Orleans Opera, both of
which used the theater at a reduced rental rate for
non-profit organizations and received subsidies from
the City.

This resulted in a very low net profit for

3Hemet er, Mark, "Hall Opens Wi th Symphony,"
States-Item. 14 February 1973, p. 8.

5
the City.

It 'was noted that most productions that

could sell more than 2200 tickets moved to the
Municipal Auditorium where the rent was lower and there
were more seats to sell. 4
The The at reo f the Per for min gAr t s was j 0 i nt ly
administered by the City of New Orleans Department of
Property Management and the Mayor's Advisory Committee
for the Theatre of Performing Arts.

The Mayor's

Advisory Committee was an all-volunteer committee of
three people who took an active role in the management
of the theater's operation, though not necessarily in
cooperation with the Department of Property Management.
Twice in the theater's first two years of existence,
the directorship was vacated.

Both times Mrs. Muriel

Bultmann Francis, one of the committee-members,
volunteered to act as director until a new director
could be hired. 5

Near the end of 1974, the

directorship was vacated a third time. 6

~he Mayor's

Advisory Committee conducted a search in the city and
endorsed a candidate for the position.

However, the

Civil Service Commission compiled a field of candidates
and i nt ervi ewed them without consult i ng the Mayo r' s

4 Doug Clifford, "Cultural Albatross," Figaro. 17
October 1973, p. 8.

5"Inside Report," Figaro. 3 July 1974, p. 4.
6The first director died while holding the
position. The exact reasons for the resignations of
the other two were not made publi c.

6

Advisory Committee.
exchanged.

Charges of usurping authority were

The Mayor's Advisory Committee pointed out

that none of the Ci vil Service candidates was from Ne'lol
Orleans or had promotional experience.

The Civil

Service Commission asserted that all of its candidates
had facility management experience, which the Mayor's
Advisory Committee's candidate did not have. 7
Eventually, The Civil Service Commission and the
Mayor's Advisory Committee held discussions which len
to the hiring of a mutually acceptable director. 8

The

Mayor's Advisory Committee faded from existence soon
the r e aft e r .
Development of the cultural center remained con
troversial.

The theater cost so much that little money

was left with which to begin construction of subsequent
phases of the cultural center.

Symphony ann Opera

patrons blocked construction for nearly a year \'lith a
demand for more parking.
community center.
for bidding.

Treme residents demanded a

Development of the area was opened

Irregularities in the bidding process

were questioned and scrutinized until the process
eventually came to a halt. 9

7Allan Katz, "Curtain Time Near for N. O.
Theater Battle," States-Item. 4 December 1974, p. A5.
8James Gillis, "Campbell Chosen N.O. Theater
Head," Times-Picayune. 20 December 1974, p. 3
Figaro.

9Danae Columbus, "The Cultural Rat's Nest,"
25 February 1980, p. 5.
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The tract of land between the Theatre of the
Performing Arts and Rampart Street

WqS

eventually

landscaped and dedicated to Louis Armstrong in 1980.
At that time, the New Orleans Cultural Center was
officially established as a division of the City's
Department of Property Management.

The New Orleans

Cultural Center (NOCC) consisted of the Municipal
Auditorium, the Theatre of the Performing Arts,
Armstrong Park, and Gallier Hall, which is located at

545 Saint Charles Avenue.

In August, 1987, the City of

New Orleans renewed its search for a part,y to lease and
develop Armstrong Park. 10
The Theatre of the Performing Arts had physical
problems from the time it opened.

Its state-of-the-art

hydraulic batten system quickly deteriorated so that
within three years it was only marginally useful.

This

was due to the City's continuing practice of not,
devoting sufficient time or money to preventive main
tenance.

Eventually a contractor was hired on a

full-time,
system.

on-call basis solely to service the hatten

The theater's system of stage lifts stopped

functioning within two years.

Rent for the facility

was reduced to reflect these inadequacies.

On the

exterior, the pebble-and-cement facing began to fall
off the walls.

10

The companies which manufactured and

This information gathered through conversations
with Bryan Blaum.

sold the stage lifts and the material for the facane
were out of business.

The City had no feasible

recourse to seek compensation. 11
Both the facade and the batten system were
periodically repaired, though no long-term improvements
were implemented until 1986.

At that time, the batten

system was removed and replaced with an improved
version of a similar system.

Although there were no

substantial problems in the new system's first year of
use, by August 1987 the Department of Property
Management still did not have a contract for its
maintenance.

Current Organizational Structure of the
Theatre of the Performing Arts
The New Orleans Cultural Center's situation
deteriorated significantly between 1985 and 1987.

Due

to the city's financial difficuJties, most of the
NOCC's staff was laid off and its budget was cut
drastically.12

In March 1987, Gene Blaum was appointed

Manager of the New Orleans Cultural Center by Mayor
Sidney Barthelemy.

Prior to his appointment,

~r.

G.

11 paul Atkinson, "Rent is Cut as Theater Lifts
Balk," Times-Picayune. 7 January 1975, p. 13.
12 A comparison of the budgets for these years
can be found in Appendix 1.

9
Blaum had been an administrator for Charity HospitaJ in
New Orleans and a concert promoter.

Mr. G. Blaum hired

his son, Bryan Blaum, to fill the position of House
Manager.

However, the Assistant Manager position was

vacant and Mr. B. Blaum actually
that position. 13

too~

on the duties of

Mr. B. Blaum had recently graduated

from the University of New Orleans with a B.A. in
Political Science.

He had some experience in promotion

and in restaurant management.

This was his first

experience in managing a performing arts facility.
When the Blaums took over, Leonard Sobel, Stage
Manager, was the only employee remaining in the Theatre
of the Performing Arts.
since August, 1982.

He had held that position

Immediately prior to that, he had

been the Associate Technical Director of Le Petit
Theatre du Vieux Carre.

Mr. Sobel had earned a Master

of Arts degree in Technical Theatre and was a member of
the International Association of Technicians,
Stagehands, and Electricians.

The theater had no other

technical staff, stagehands, or administratorR.

A

small custodial staff was shared by the Theatre of the
Performing Arts and the Municipal Auditorium.
The only other employees of the NOCC were Pamela
Bickham, Secretary and A. J.

Tracey, Stage Technician.

Mr. Tracey worked in the Municipal Auditorium in a

13 A diagram of the organizational structure of
the NOCC is in Appendix 2.
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capacity similar to Mr. Sobel's in the Theatre of the
Performing Arts.

The HOCC had no maintenance staff,

such as carpenters or plumbers.

All maintenance and

repairs were handled by reQuests to the Public
Buildings Division of the Department of Property
Management.
Until 1986, the Theatre of the Performing Arts
employed three stagehands on a full-time basis--Davis
Barron, lighting technician; Cindy Sario, batten
technician; and Robert Couret, sound technician.

All

three were members of the International Association of
Technicians, Stagehands, and Electricians.

When the

theater was dark, they maintained the stage and stage
eQuipment.

Clients of the theater were expected to

hire the three and Mr. Sobel as a union crew for their
show and to pay them accordingly.

In 1986, these four

people and one other installed the new batten system.
At that point, they were the only stagehands with
extensive knowledge of the operation of the batten
system.

Although no longer employed by the theater,

and regardless of Louisiana's right-to-work laIN, Mr.
Barron, Ms. Sario, and Mr.

Couret are still hired by

nearly every client as a union crew. 14

14This information concerning stagehands
formerly employed by the NOCC was gathered through
conversations with Mr. Sobel.
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The security staff and engineering staff of the
Theatre of the Performing Arts are independent of the
NOCC's organizatonal structure.

The NOCC's security 1S

coordinated by the City's Security Division of the
Department of Property Management on the basis of a
schedule of events submitted regularly by the NOCC.
The engineers are coordinated by the Engineering
Division through a similar process.
The Theatre of the Performing Arts receives its
funding from the City of New Orleans via the Department
of Property Management's budgetary allotment to the
NOCC.

The Department of Property Management compiles

an itemized budget for the NOCC.

All NOCC employees

are paid through the NOCC budget via the Civil Service
system.

All revenue generated by the theater, such as

rental fees, goes to the Department of Property
Management.

The Department of Property Management also

receives a percentage of all concessions and parKing
fees.

During the course of the fiscal year, the NOCC

Manager may redistribute funds among various items in
the budget, with the consent of the Director of
Property Management.

All purchase vouchers and

purchase orders are charged to the NOCC budget.

The

NOCC budget is billed for supplies used in the
execution of a work order.

However, labor costs

associated with work orders are part of the Division of
Public Buildings budget.

12

There are exceptions to these procedures.

For

instance, the pending repair of the theater's facade
will cost over twelve thousand dollars.
will be performed by a contractor.

This repair

Neither the lahor

nor the supplies will be charged to the NOCC.

Mayor

Barthelemy's wife took a personal interest in the
repair of the fountain in front of the Theatre of the
Performing Arts.

This repair was quickly executed at

the request and expense of the Department of Property
Management.

Other prohibitively expensive projects and

pet projects of influential parties are occasionally
attended to independent of the NOCC budget.

Programs and Goals of the Theatre
of the Performng Arts
As is evident from its history, the Theatre of
the Performing Arts's role in New Orleans is unclear.
The facility's complete purpose was never formally
stated.

No goals were set.

Beyond housing the

Symphony and the Opera, no specific plans were made for
its operation.

Thus, there has always been some

question as to how much financial support the city
government should provide, how much rent should be
charged, whether or not some groups should be treated
preferentially, what ancillary services should be
provided,

and, in general, what the theater's

relationship to the public should be.

13

The current administration has addressed these
problems by leaning toward less City support and
shifting some of the financial burden onto the users of
the facility.

The rent for the Theatre of the

Performing Arts is currently $1500 or ten percent of
the net profit, whichever is greater.
to $1200 for non-profit clients.

This is reduced

These rates represent

a two hundred fify dollar increase and a two hundred
dollar increase, respectively, over the theater's 1q86
rates.

It is up to the client to hire stagehands and

ushers, obtain scenery and props, and pay for the
cleaning of the theater.
The theater's rates are still competitive with
the rental rates of other theaters in the city and the
region.

The Saenger Theatre in New Orleans, which has

a slightly larger seating capacity and less staging
flexibility,
to rent.

~2500

and also provides no services, costs

The Orpheum Theatre in New Orleans, which has

a slightly smaller seating capacity and very limited
staging flexibility,
for $1200.

and provides no services, rents

The Fox Theater in Atlanta,

Georgi~,

one of

the most popular theaters in the region, has approx
imately twice the seating capacity of the Theatre of
the Performing Arts, has comparable staging accom
modations, provides no services, and rents for $1900. 1S

15

This information was gathered through telephone
calls to these theaters on August 11, 1987.
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The Theatre of the Performing Arts offers its
clients an adequate lighting system,
adequate sound system,

a less-than

and a batten system so

sophisticated that few clients, except the New Orleans
Opera,

can take full advantage of it.

During the

internship, Mr. B. Blaum called upon the theater's
clients to help with maintenance and repair.

It

remains to be seen whether this becomes a standard
practice.
Neither the Theatre of the Performing Arts nor
the NOCC has any self-initiated,
the conventional sense.
regular clients.

ongoing programs in

The theater does have several

The New Orleans Opera has been

presenting its productions in the theater since it
opened in 1973.

The NOCC has traditionally givn the

Opera preferential treatment regarding rental agree
ments, access to the theater, and first choice of
dates.

The New Orleans City Ballet has also receiven a

degree of the same type of preferential treatment.
In late May and early June every ye8.r, several
dance school reviews are presented in the theater.
These performances are the culmination of the year's
work for many of the groups.

Access to a profes

sional-quality facility at a reasonable price is an
important service for these schools.
school,

Pre-school, high

and college graduation ceremonies are another

group of events that benefit from the theater.

In t.he

15

past, the theater has been offered to these groups as
inexpensively as possible and the staff has been
extremely accommodating so that use by the groups can
continue.

However, the increased financial burden now

being imposed on clients may significantly affect the
clientelle of the theater in the future.

CHAPTER II
INTERNSHIP DESCRIPTION
The intern received most assignments from and
reported to Mr. Leonard Sobel, the internship's on-site
supervisor.

The intern initially performed general

tasks, such as organizing eQuipment and inspecting the
facility.

From June 14 to July 19, the intern's

attention was devoted almost entirely to the production
of Satchmo, a major musical production
the Theatre of the Performing Arts.

pre~iering

in

This production

and the activities related to it formed the core of the
internship.

The concluding weeks were spent readying

the theater for the coming cultural season.
For the first two weeks of the internship, the
intern's main activity was organizing the contents of
various storage areas.

Over the course of several

months, tools, spare parts, and hardware items had
accu~ulated

in the storage areas of the theater.

Some

eQuipment was stored in and around the stage area
because there were only two small storage rooms at
stage level.

There were also two storage rooms and a

workroom in the basement--an inadeQuate amount for all
the eQuipment the theater had on hand.
16

The intern
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sorted everything and, with Mr. Sobel's help, stored it,
in a more orderly manner. The intern reorganized the
workroom so that it could be used as such.

~he

intern

cleared as much eQuipment from the stage as possible
and put it in the basement storage areas.

These were

necesary tasks which would normally have been performed
by the stage crew, if one had existed.
After approximately two weeks, the intern was
assigned the title of "house manager."

The only

specific duty attached to the title was to monitor the
physical condition of the seating,
lobby areas.

dressing room and

The intern inspected these areas prior to

every event in the theater.

The intern checl{ed the

restrooms and dressing rooms for cleanliness and
supplies.

The building was cleaned the morning after

every event by Enterprise Janitorial Service, Inc., a
contract cleaning service.

Any deficiencies in the

cleanliness of the building were reported to them.

The

intern checked all areas for broken seats or chairs.
Since there was no one on hand to fix them, the intern
merely kept t rack of the damage, replaced the broken
item when possible, and made note of any potentially
dangerous situations.
Other physical aspects needed to be ched{ed
immediately prior to every event.

The NOCC security

was responsible for turning lights on and off and for
locking and unlocking doors.

Often, these tasks were

18

not accomplished on time.

Thus, the intern also

checked these items at the appropri2"te times,
correcting any errors or omissions.

The heating and

air-conditioning of the building were maintained by the
theater's engineering staff.

The intern would inform

them of any areas of the theater which were not being
cooled properly.

This was

necessa~T

during events involving dancers.

part,icularly

Cooling the thE'8.t.er

in anticipation of a large audience often result,ed in
the stage area being too cold for the dancers to be
comfortable.

Although dance companies had been

performing in the theater for many years, a system for
obtaining a satisfactory temperature throughout had not
been developed.
The physical maintenance duties also included
submitting the necessary

pape~iork

to obtain supplies

and labor from the Department of Property Management.
For repairs which required special expertise or ext,ra
manpower, an "intra-department war"\{, service, or repair
request" or work order was submitted. 1

Thi s wo rk

order, after being approved by Mr. B. Blaum, '-las sent
directly to the Public Buildings Division of the
Department of Property Management, where it was
assigned to a work creVl.

The intern submit,ted wor"k

1A copy of the work request form is i.n
Appendix 3.
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orders for broken seats, a deteriorating fan motor, and
inoperable doors.
For purchases of supplies totalling less than
one hundred dollars, a "public voucher" is requested. 2
The written request is made to the Department of
Property Management.

After being approved at several

levels, including the Chief Administrative Officer of
the City, a public voucher number is

~ssigned.

This

number, on the proper form, is accepted by most vendors
of goods and services in the city.

Because of the

vOlume of requests, a certain amount of delay is
inevitable.

The intern followed up most requests with

telephone calls to assure completion of the process.
For

purch~ses

over one hundred dollars, a

purchase order is requested.

A request is submitted

and approved in a manner similar to that of a purchase
voucher.

The vendor must either have a state cont,ract

to sell the item to the ci ty or have subrni tt ed the
lowest of three bids on the item.

Purchas e order

requests for over one thousand dollars go through the
same process, except these require approval by the City
Counci 1.
Between

~1ay

13 and June 20, there were

thirty-two graduation ceremonies and dance school

2 A copy of the purchase request form is in
Appendix 3. This form is used for requesting public
vouchers and purchase orders.
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reviews in the Hunicipal Auditorium and the Theatre of
the Performing Arts.

During this period, the intern

assisted Mr. B. Blaum approximately once per week by
contacting clients and informing them of any obliga
tions or paperwork they had yet to complete.

The City

of New Orleans Board of Education had contracted with
the New Orleans Cultural Center for all the public
school graduation ceremonies, so they were not
contacted individually.

These obligations included a

signed contract, a certificate of insurance, a rental
deposit, and a set-up diagram.

The intern also

reminded each client of the fee to be paid the cleaning
service.

This was the first year that such a fee had

been charged and many had not noticed it in previous
correspondence.

Some were quite irritated, as this fee

was in addition to a rental increase over the previous
year.

During these conversations, the intern also

reviewed the equipment which the Theatre of the
Performing Arts or Municipal Auditorium would be
providing and any special arrangements the client had
made.

During these events in the theater, the intern

put himself at the disposal of the client to unlock
doors and give directions, as Mr. Sobel was usually
involved in the technical aspect of the production.
The focus of the internship was the musicRl
production Satchmo: America's Musical Legend.

This was

a Broadway-style musical produced by Kenneth Feld

21

which premiered in New Orleans.

The cast consisted of

forty-one actors, actresses, dancers, and musicians.
They were supported by fifty-three technicians,
administrative staff, and artistic advisors. 3
move-in began Sunday morning, June 14.

The

Rehearsals in

the theater began June 30 and continued throughout the
run of the show.

Preview performances began July 3 and

the world premiere performance was Tuesday, July 14.
Performances continued through Sunday, July 19.

The

production was loaded and moved out the evening of the
final performance.
Satchmo was the first major event in the theater
that the Blaum administration had handled from the
start.

They were expected to reverse the NOCC's poor

fortunes and this was their first step.
appearance was given much attention.

The building's

The intern was to

make sure that all the doors, seats, lights, fixtures,

etc. were in good condition.

The intern began

inspections for this purpose early in June.
In the course of preparing the theater, the
intern attended to light bulbs, soap dispensers, broken
seats and doors, the security system,
physical aspects of the theater.

and other

The intern submitted

work orders and supervised their execution.

~he

intern

3Stagebill, Satchmo: America's Musical Legend,
Satchmo, Inc., 1987, p. 10.
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submitted public voucher requests and followed thpm
through to the purchase.

TicketMaster, the ticket

vendor for Satchmo, did not have a seating chart for
the orchestra pit, which was to have seating for this
production.

The intern assessed the area, constructed

the chart, and submitted it to TicketMaster.

The

intern acted as liaison to Honeywell Security regarding
the activation of the facility's security system.

This

was contingent upon the repair of a door--a project
that was eventually abandoned.
There were approximat ely t en hi gh school
students working at the NOCC every afternnon through a
summer work program.

The intern 'tlas told to use these

young men to attend to menial chores, such as emptying
garbage cans, painting, and stocking rest rooms.

These

chores 'tlere not being attended to, due to a staff
shortage.

The young men were undisciplined and lax in

their execution of tasks.

Thus, the intern used only

two or three at a time and always supervised them
directly, unless a supervisor came with them.
Due to an oversight in the negotiation process
between the NOCC and Satchmo, Inc., Enterprise
Janitorial Service did not begin cleaning the theater
until performances began.

Soon after the technical

crew began setting up, the rest rooms and dressing rooms
needed attention.

The intern had the high school

students periodically clean the backstage restrooms.
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He also offered to have the high school studpnts clean
the dressing rooms, but it was decided that

t~ey

were

not sufficiently trustworthy to be allowed in the
dressing rooms.
The cleaning service had been coming to the
theater for several days when the intern 'Nas notified
that the dressing rooms were still not being cleRned.
The supervisor of the cleaning crew said that he Gid
not have the key to get into the dressing rooms.

The

company's wardrobe master needed the sole copy of the
dressing room master key.

The intern ,,,ror'.<ed out a

system whereby the key would be available to ei ther
whenever it was needed.
The theater's individual wooden box seats were
numbered, but apparently had not been put in order for
some time.

Many were also on the verge of breaking.

The intern put them in their proper order and inspRcted
them after every performance.
e i the r rep ai red

0

r rep18.c e d .

The broken ones were
Howe v e r, by the end

0

f

the show's run, there were no spares left and folding
chairs had been substituted for several of the wooden
ones.
During the performances, the intern patrolled
the building, making himself available to assist
patrons and to solve any problems that might arise.

On

Thursday, July 16, for example, the intern discovered
that one of the elevators was not working properly.

He
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informed the 8ngineer on duty who shut off the
elevator.

The intern prepared a sign informing patrons

that the elevator was out of order and advising them to
use the other elevator or the stairs.

On Tuesday, July

7, the concessionaire requested that he be allowed to

move his display to a position in front of the outside
doors for better visibility.

The intern discussed this

with Mr. B. Blaum and decided that it was against fire
codes to obstruct the doors.
After Satchmo, no events were scheduled in the
theater for two weeks.

The Municipal Auditorium had

been engaged as an alternate venue for a series of
outdoor concerts in the Audubon Zoo in case of rain.
Bas e don the we at her for e c as t for Tu e s day, July 21, the
promoter of the Audubon Zoo concerts chose to move a
rock concert by the Psychedelic Furs into the
Auditorium.

However, the Auditorium's air-conditioning

system was not working.

Mr.

G.

Blaum offered the

Theatre of Performing Arts instead.
For this event, the intern assisted the
promoter by unlocking and locking doors, getting
tables, chairs, and other equipment, and communicating
with Mr. B. Blaum, Mr. Sobel, and the police.
Enterprise Janitorial Service was scheduled to clean
the theater Tuesday following the loading of Satchmo
equipment on Monday.

At Mr. G. Blaum's request., the

intern contacted Enterprise Janitorial Service

an~
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asked them to postpone cleaning until the day after the
concert.

This prevented them from interfering with the

crew setting up for the concert and effectively let
Satchmo, Inc. pay for the removal of the mess from the
concert.

The day following the concert, the intern

assessed the damage to the seating area and lobby.

The

damage consisted of burns in the carpet and broken
seat s.
The remainder of the internship was spent
restoring the theater to its condition before Satchmo
and submittng reQuests for supplies that wouln be
needed in the coming cultural season.

There were two

more musical presentations for which the intern
assisted Mr. Robert Couret with the technical
operations: a piano and voice recital, and a "Festival
of Stars," involving several popular blacK:
entertainers.

These involved moving pianos, setting un

microphones, hanging a backdrop, operating the
orchestra pit lift and the house curtain, and setting
up stage lighting.

During these weeK:s, the intern also

furnished information to several parties interested in
producing various artistic events in the theater.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATIONAL PROBLEMS
The following analysis attempts to pinpoint the
problems of the Theatre of the Performing Arts ano the
New Orleans Cultural Center that the intern encoun
tered.

The problems indentified and analyzed include

an inefficient bureaucracy, personnel independent of
the management structure, lack of a. workable emergency
purchase procedure, and the practice of crisis
management.

The analysis is followed by a section

containing recommendations relating to three of the
four problems identified.

Bureaucracy
The Depa.rtment of Property Management, of which
the NOCC is a part, is responsible for a large majority
of the buildings and real estate that the City 01oTns.
The NOCC's budget was approximately three percent of
the Department's total budget for 1987. 1

It is one

small part of a department that is one small part of
the City government.

Operating in such a large

bureaucracy can be difficult under the best of

lBased on the budget summary in Appendix 2.
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circumstances.

1tlhen requirements are often "winKed at"

and standard operating procedures do not get results,
as is the case with the City of New Orleans, frustra
tion is likely to be the conseQuence.

Disdain for

rules and regulations is evident even at the top of the
organization.
Due to the shortage of worK crews, little repair
work was done at the NOCC throughout the internship
Several work orders had been pending for more than
twice the three week limit set for action to be tal{en
on them.

Nonetheless, within a week after a

prospective client visited the Theatre of Performing
Arts, a work crew came to repair broken doors and
chairs and a damaged wall.

A painting crew also came

to paint the dressing rooms and backstage area.

The

prospective client had ties with the Director of
Property Management, Irma Dixon, and had informed her
of various deficiencies in the condition of the
theater.

She had spoken to the head of the Public

Buildings Division, bypassing standard paperwork and
procedure, and had asked that a crew be t al{en off
an 0 the r job and sent tot h e the ate r for f 0 u r d ay s t

0

fix whatever was necessary.
By this act, the Director reinforced the
perception of the futility of trying to accomplish
anything through the established channels.

She shaNed

that only those Ivho have the abi li r,y to bypass
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bureaucratic procedures are likely to elicit actlon.
Such acts of disrespect for the system resul+' in
insensitivity and a feeling of insignificance in those
who fail to get results through the system.

Independent Personnel
The security guards and engineers, though
peripheral to production, are important parts of the
theater operation.

Because of the theater's locAtion

ina high - c rimear e a, the act i vi ties

0

f the sec uri t y

guards in conjunction with any theater activity are
vital to the well-being of the facility, and its
clients and patrons.

The engineers' primary duty is to

maintain the climate throughout the building and the
climate control system.

The climate in the theater is

affected by the weather, the time of day, and the
nature of the activities inside.

Most activities in

the theater call for some adjustment of the climate
control system.

Altering the climate is a slolN process

which reQuires planning and careful monitoring of the
syst em.
The security and engineering operations of the
theater are hampered by the system of control that the
Department of Property Management has implementen in
these areas.

The security and engineering personnel of

every facility operated by the City of New Orleans are
controlled by the Security Division and the Engineering
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Division of the Department.

This undoubtedly promotes

eQual treatment of personnel employed at various
locations.

However, it weakens the control Rnd reduces

the flexibility of the facility managers of the various
buildings.

A change in the theater's schedule must be

reported to the two departments days in advance, or
there is little chance that the necessary schedule
changes can be made.

In the Theatre of Performing

Arts, this infleXibility can be disastrous.

1t is the

nature of artistic production that periods of
inactivity are interspersed with short segments of
extreme activity, as opposed to five eight-hour days
every week.

Control over scheduling is essential.

Because they answer to another authority, the
engineers and security guards are distanced from the
other theater staff.

This is reflected in their

at tit u d e t ow a r d the job and the the ate r a cl min i s t rat ion.
Security and engineering personnel

wor~

at their own

pace, doing little more than the minimum that the job
reQuires.

Responses to reQuests for action were

tempered by the engineer's or security guard's opinion
as to the appropriate action for the situation.

The

NOCC administration does not have the authority to
pressure or to reward them to improve thei r performance
beyond the minimum.
Interaction with Public Buildings maintenance
crews suffered because of similar circumstances.

~he

per son r e qu est i ng w0 rk

\'1

as not ina po sit ion tor e\v a r d

the crew for efficiency or to reprimand them for
inefficiency.

As long as the crews maintained the

minimum standard of efficiency, the Public Buildings
administration would support them.
exacerbated by a shortage of labor.

The situation 'Nas
Since 1985, the

number of working crews had been cut by more than fifty
percent.

This gave the remaining crews a ready excuse

for accomplishing little.

Emergency Requisitions
Obtaining permission to spend money required
foresight and patience under the Department of Property
Management's request system.

Before 1986, an

expenditure of less than one hundred dollars was
considered a petty cash expediture and required only a
phone call to get a public voucher n~ber.2

Under the

system in place during the internship, no amount of
money could be spent without a written public voucher
request.

Such requests normally took one to two weeks

to process, though they sometimes took longer.

Bach

request required the approval of the DepartrnentaJ.
Sec ret a ry, the Fi s cal Di vis ion, the Ch i e f
Administrative Officer, and the Purchasing Department.
The Purchasing Department assigned a number to the

2Conversations with Mr. Sohel provided
information regarding recent changes in procedures.
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voucher and returned it to the Fiscal Division which
contacted the requestor.
any point.

The process could falter at

Although this process encourages planning

and developing an inventory of spare parts, it was
quite burdensome in some situations.

Certain

circumstances could not be foreseen, such as a piece of
equipment breaking unexpectedly or an unexpected need
for an unusual item.

There was no effective nrocess

for alleviating such situations which required
immediate attention.

An emergency request process

existed, but usually took a full day or more, which was
an unacceptable delay in some circumstances.

This

process consisted of one of the secretaries from the
Fiscal Division physically taking the request through
the process.

Crisis Management
It is the opinion of the intern that many of the
problems faci ng the theat er are traceable to the
Blaums' lack of experience in facility management.
This lack of experience has undoubtedly prevented them
from executing an accurate analysis of the NOCC
operation.

It is the intern's belief that the Blaums

do not have a clear idea of each NOCC employee's
duties.

This is exacerbated by the fact that the

remaining employees perform a variety of duties in
order to take up the slack created by vacated
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positions.

Thus, the Blaums' perception of "'That

various workers do, what they should do, and the value
of their activities is slightly ske1Ned.
This situation has led to generally poor morale
in the workers and, in particular, a poor working
relationship between Mr. B. Blaum and Mr. Sobel.
Communication between them is at a minimum, sometimes
resulting in other parties (clients, other employees)
being misinformed.

Administrative and technical

considerations are often not coordinated, which causes
difficulty for the client and the theater.

Several

times in the intern's presence, Mr. B. Blaum asked Mr.
Sob e 1 to" t ale e a few min ute s" t

0

show him h Q1..r t

0

operate the batten system, lighting system, sound
system, and orchestra pit lifts.

It is the intern's

perception that Mr. B. Blaum does not understand the
complexity of the technical eQuipment because it is
ext ensi vely aut omat ed and is usually operat eCI by
experienced technicians.
The Blaums' apparent failure to analyze the
organization and implement a management plan has led to
a mild state of chaos.

Duties which should be handled

routinely must be assigned.

Rather than implementing a

division of labor and a schedule of maintenance
activities, a pattern of knee-jerk reactions has
developed in which all of the organization's resources
are devoted to one project at a time.

For instance,
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the floor covering for the stage in the theater was so
worn that it had to be replaced, a four-man job and a
seven hundred dollar expense.
take n car e

0

If it had heen regularly

f, wit hoc cas ion alp a i ntan d t 3 Pe , i t

not have worn out as quickly.

'IT 0

u1 d

In another instance, the

stage had to be cleared of all the miscellaneous
equipment that had accumulated on it.

Had this been

taken care of with a few minutes of work every day, t.he
job would not have been necessary.

This problem is

reinforced by the shortage of labor.

Many projects

require the NOCC's entire labor force of four people.
This pattern of crisis management is self
perpetuating because it constantly causes planning to
take a back seat priority to the project at hanc1.
Because planning and maintenance are neglected, new
crises develop regularly.

In the interest of cutting

costs, the Blaums began to advocate the use of
non-union stagehands.
would attract clients.

They believed the lONer cost
Regardless of the larger issue

of union/non-union labor, the maintenance and safe
operation of the stage equipment should have been
considered.

No non-union stage crews had been trained

in the operation and maintenance of the theater's
batten and electrical systems.

The accelerated

deterioration of the equipment that is

li~ely

to

accompany its use by untrained personnel and the

lac~

of a maintenance contract for any of the equipment will
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probably result in equipment failure and exorbitant
repair expenses for the NOCC.

The inconvenience to

clients will have a detrimental effect on the theater's
future clientelle.
The NOCC's financing is also crisis-oriented.
The NOCC receives its annual budget from the Department
of Property Management.

This budget was cut by over

sixty percent between 1985 and 1987. 3

However, when

large projects suddenly become necessary, the
Department often covers the expense through its general
fund.

The repair of the fountain and the pending

repair of the theater's facade are two such cases.
This system discourages comprehensive planning.

3 A comparison of the budgets for these years can
be found in Appendix 1.

CHAPTER IV
RECOMMENDATIONS
Independent Personnel
The Theatre of the Performing Arts would benefit
from a less centralized organizational structure in
which security guards and engineers are employed
directly by the facility.

One engineer

woul~

be

designated head engineer and one security guard
designated head of security.

In exchange for a slight

increase in salary, each head would 'Nork with Hr. B.
Blaum in scheduling his department.

The immeniate

benefit would be flexibility in scheduling, involving
compensatory time off in exchange for working long
hours.

The exchange of scheduling information would be

expedited by direct communication between the heads of
sec uri t y and engi nee r i n g and the NO CCad ill i n i s t rat ion.
Because of the enhanced communication, the employees
would be more accessible and might develop a more
posi ti ve attitude toward thei r work.

The NOCC

administration would have the authority to encourage or
enforce improvement in performance standards, as
necessity dictated.

Ties with the Engineering and

Security divisions would be maintained for assistance
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in hiring, training,

and consulting regarding security

problems.

Emergency Requisitions
The Department of Property Management should
designate a series of public voucher numbers for
emergencies.
prefix.

These could be denoted by a special

When a situation arises necessitating an

emergency public voucher request, the person needing
the number would contact the Departmental Secretary of
Property Management and explain the situation.

At that

point, the administrator could authorize or reject the
request.

If the request were authorized, the requestor

would be given a public voucher number with the
emergency designation.

The authorizing official would

file a description of the authorization.
Within a specified period after

ma~ing

the

emergency purchase, three days, for example, the
requestor would submit paperwork similar to a regular
public voucher request which denotes that the purchase
has already been made via the noted emergency public
voucher number.

This would travel the regular public

voucher request route through the department and all
the usual parties would document its passing.

If the

requestor did not submit timely documentation, the
authorizing official or his/her staff could follow up
based on a regular review of a file in which all

emergency requests are recorded.

This process allol,",s

for administrative control, accounting and relatively
quick action.

Crisis Management
The New Orleans Cultural Center is in need of a
comprehensive management plan.

The Blaums should

invest some time in educating themselves in facility
management.

This could be accomplished by meeting with

other facility managers and discussing management
styles, planning procedures, efficient use of
resources, etc.

The information thus gained, combined

with their collective knowledge of concert promotion,
would give them a.rounded perspective of the
requirements of their position.
The Blaums should then conduct a complete
analysis of the NOCC's operations.

They shoulil examine

standard procedures relating to various events, the
organizational structure, lines of communication,
financial data, etc.

Detailed job descri.ptions and an

organizational diagram should be compiled.

Procedural

guidelines for various events should be constructed for
all individuals and the organization as a whole.
Through these documents, every employee would l-::now
exactly what was expected of hiIP/her and to whom he/she
was accountable.

The sum of the descriptions shouln he
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all the activities involved in the operation Rnd
maintenance of the facilities.
A planning process should be init,iated.
of all projects being planned and projects
(e.g.

A list

unde~Nay

repair, marketing) should be compiled.

The items

on the list should then be prioritized according to
urgency and availability of resources.

These projects

should then be grouped by the month in which thev are
to be accomplished for the next six months.

The next

six months should be divided into two groups of three
months.

Possible projects for the next four years

should also be outlined.

The one-month lists should be

revised monthly, the three-month lists, tri-monthly,
and the year lists, annually, according to accomplish
ments, new ideas, and changes in priorities.
Budget planning should begin.

Estimates of cash

necessary to operate should be generated by the week
for six

wee~s

and revised weekly, and by the month for

twelve months and revised monthly.

These cash

fl~T

projections will be based almost entirely on projects
planned for the corresponding time periods.

This

practice, though currently unnecessary, may be valuable
if the City ever converts to a decentralized system of
financial management.

CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF IMPACT
The internship had little long-term impact on
the Theatre of the Performing Arts.

The Blaums did not

express any interest in the intern's opinions or ineas
concerning the NOCC operation.

The intern's at+'empt to

define the position of house manager was thwarted by a
lack of authority and a certain amount of territori
ality exhibited by various members of the NOCC staff
regarding their areas of authority.

The delineation of

duties that did occur during the intern's presence may
have formed an outline for the position of house
manager, which may be filled in the future.
The internship had substantial short-term impact
on the Theatre of the Performing Arts.

Mr. Sobel was

under a great deal of pressure as the only full-tiBe
employee in the theater.

He was able to delegate

SOffiP

of his work to the intern during his busiest times.
Through the intern's efforts, the physical condition of
the theater was improved substantially.

The intern

effected communication between the Theatre of the
Performing Arts and the NOCC administration.
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This was
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hindered by the physical separation of the theater and
the NOCC office, located in the Hunicipal Auditorium.
Through the internship, the intern observed an
organization mired in a difficult situation.

The

various symptoms of this condition will be readily
recognizable in any similar situations encountered in
the future.

The intern gained experience in deRling

with a hierarchy of organizational and political
re lat i onsh ips ina bur eaucracy .

By be comi ng acqua.i nt en

wi th the nature of the hi erarchy and learning wl1at
channels to use to accomplish various necessary tasKs,
the intern practiced useful communication and
interpersonal skills.

The intern gaineo. a more

intimate knowledge of the necessities of physically
maintaining a facility which will be useful in Rny
dealings with facilities or facility managers in the
future.

APPENDIX 1
Department of Property Management Fiscal Division
Budget Summary and Revenue Schedule
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APPENDIX 2
New Orleans Cultural Center
--Organizational Diagram
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NEW ORLEANS CULTURAL CENTER
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Irma Dixon, Director,
Department of Property Management
City of New Orleans

\
Deputy Di rect or

\
Departmental Secretary

I
Gene Blaum, Manager, New Orleans Cultural Center
Secretary
Assistant Manager, vacant

I

Bryan Blaum, House Manager

Superintendent

Leonard Sobel, Stage Manager

\
Custodians (4)

A.J. Tracey, Sound Technician

APPENDIX 3
Department of Property Management
Purchase Request FOrm and Intra-departmental
\'lork, Service, or Repair Request Form
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APPENDIX 4
New Orleans Cultural Center Schedule
May-August
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CITY OF NEW ORLEANS
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
Julv
Dat.:_-..:...
To

_--=...:Al=.l:......:C:..::ul=tur=al=-C::..:en=t:..::er:......:S:..:ta£=f=--

From ~B::..:ry:..<..=an:..:......:B::..:1:..::a:..::un~,..:;.Ho=..=us::..;e::.....;.Mana=;:J;g:<.:er=-

29, 1987
_
_

_

Department

_

Department _....;:C;.::ul~tur=al=-C=--'en=tc:;er=__

_

subiect----:Augus=~..::.t--:Cal=:..::en;,:.;dar=_o..::.f:;.....:E:..:.ven=t:;;:s~

_

BfL 105

Thursday, August 6, 1987 - B. Sharp MUsic Club
70th Anniversary - Concert
N~ Orleans Theatre
8PM
Clerk's Office Criminal Court
"Voter's Cornrrissioners Training"
MuniciDal Auditori.un/Scheuerin~Room
9AM

Saturday, August 8, 1987

Sunday, August 9, 1987 (Rain Day) - Audubon Park

Concert
Tuesday, August 11, 1987

Southern Christian LeadershiD

"Conference"
Municipal Auditoriun/Basin

8IM
cc:

Lt. Ellis Williams

Frank Frve-Ogden Foods
John Calico
Ticketmas ter
Carl Robinson
Sgt. Wayne Labat
lliwntown Parking
~den Foods
Cant. Hunter
Carlos Cardenas
Eddie lDry
IXma1.d Jackson
Cipriarlo Espina
James Kirkland
A.~d

I. Dixon
Ann Bames

APPENDIX

5

Information Provided to Clients of
the New Orleans Theatre of the Performing Arts
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NEW ORLEANS TIlEATRE OF 'mE PERFORMING ARTS

SEATING CAPACITI - 2, 300
RENTAL PRICES FOR aJNCERTS - ROAD SHOWS - RELIGIOUS SERVICES - S'll1IUR ATTRACTIONS

Evening Performance

$1,500.00

~e

1,000.00

Matinee Perfor
MJlE:

All rental rates are against 10% of the gate receipts less taxes.
All rental rates are on a three hour performance basis.
Rehearsals on non-perforrrance days are based at ~ the normal rental rates.
Evening prices prevail wen only a Matinee is bQoked.
All rental rates include air conditioning/heat.
In muse clean-up charge at prevailing rates.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

1)

Insurance of $500,000 liability and $25,000 property darrage, naming the
City of New Orleans as additionally insured in the certificate of in
surance is required; a ·rider on your present policy may be used. The
certificate of insurance rrust be received by the Cultural Center prior
to your evelt.
.

2)

A minimun of ~ policerren are required for ~ry event and must be

contracted through Lt. Ellis Williams at 943-7884.
3)

Arrangements for any stage'~rk should be coordinated with
~4nager, Bryan Blaum at 522-0592.

4)

Ogden Food Service is the e.xclusive concessionaire at the Theatre,
handling all catering, concessions and novelties. call Jim Warshauer
at 522-6518. -

5)

Tickets are purchased exclusively through Ticket:m3.ster, Inc. For in
formation call Chip Cart~ at 883-4700.

6)

The Cultural Center does not provide ushers or tickettakers. Several
services that are familiar with our facilities are: Jay Corenswet at
866-5322, Walter Taney 866-3719, Unique Ushering 241-3238 and L & R
587-3838.

7)

LOwntown Parking Inc. is the contracted parking concessionaire. For
special arrangements (i.e. reserved parking spaces, prepaid parking,
etc.) please contact Ed Gaupp at 529-5708.
1201 St. Peter Street

Gene Blaun, Uanager
New Orleans Cultural Center

New Orleans. louisiana

70116

t..~e

House

504/522.0592

Bryan Blaun, House r-lanager
Nev Orleans Cultural Center
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